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Interview With
1\lichael Landes
Bard's new Assistant Director
of Admissions is Michael Landes, and he has been at his duties since July 1. The Observer
asked him to talk about himself
and the present activities of the
Admissions Office.
Bard Observer: To begin, what
about your education?
Michael Landes: I graduated
from Wesleyan in '65 as a drama major, and have attended
B. U. School of Communications.
Observer: Wh~ kind of drama
did you wqrk iit?
M.L.: Well, y~ur major is
chosen in your junior year so
at that· time I was assistant
stage manager for Dos Passos
"U.S.A.," ''The Jew of Malta"
and I directed part of "The
Hairy Ape." In my senior year
Lowell's translation of "Phaedra" was seen and I was also
involved in Brecht's "The Caucasian Chalk Circle." Finally,
t played Jerry in "The Zoo
Story."
.
Observer: And then to Boston?
M.L.: Yes. I worked for educational TV there, mostly in
the technical end of drama productions and then went to B:U.
Observer: And finally to
Bard . . .
M.L.: Yes, by a roundabout
route.
Observer: What about your
work in the Admissions office
this summer?
M.L.: Well, it's been necessary to get acquainted with certain admissions facts and figures but I have been interviewing people in the past few
weeks . . . Of course the entering class . I have had little
part in selecting, with the exception of later applicants, last
minute cases.
<Continued On Page Four)
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Special Notice
As most former . students
know, the Observer will make
every attempt to publish on a
weekly basis this semester.
Last year, the newspaper succeeded in publishing on a biweekly schedule· for ·both semesters. This was the first tim·e
in some years that this had
happened.
The Observer needs more
staff members. We need people
willing to write, edit, proofread.
In addition, the newspaper
seeks to have an expanded system of reviewing events of interest on the campus and in
New York. To those on the staff,
tickets to theatrical and musical events in the city will be
available.
It is our intention to have
a staff large enough so that assignments can be rotated, that
is, a staff writer would publish
in the paper once every three
weeks or so.
For more information, see
any of the editors. There will
be a meeting within a few days
Qf all interested people.

-

Honor List

Snack Bar Becomes Dorm

For many years, the familiar
sight next to the Annandale
Post Office was the red-lettering sign that read "Snack Bar."
It was owned by Dave Sachs,
and was a combination bar and
small restaurant. Now it is
Sachs' House, a student dorm.
President Kline explained the
transaction in which the college purchased · the establishment. Mr. Sachs was anxious to
sell his business to the college
some time ago. "Rather than

New Faculty Members

The Honors List for this semester is as follows: Joan Blum,
Robert Coover will be InGarry Bratman, Patricia Calder- I structor in Spanish and Engwood, Barry Fruchter, Karen I' h M
C
h
h' B A
Grippen, John Gorham, Sandra I Is ·
r.
oover as Is
· ·
Hubert, Steven Horvath, Eva j from Indiana University and
Kohn, Andrew Krieger, Steven his M.A. from the University
Kushner, Susan Lee, Elaine of Chicago. His· poetry and
Marcotte, Leslie Margolin, Jeff stories have appeared in "The
Mortimer, Linda Potter, Karen Noble Savage," Evergreen,
New, Kathryn Rauscher, Paul Olympia (Paris), and others. He
Richer, Laura Salwen, Sandy is the author of a new novel,
Sammataro, ·Barbara Speyer, "The Origin of the Brunists,"
Terrance Tankersley, Gladys published by G.P. Putnam.
Wheeler, Lonnie Yongue, DougPatricia deGogorza will be
las Stearns and Bruce Glasser. part-time Assistant Professor of

Book Review: nJournal of the Fictive Life"
by Barry Fruchter
The Pale Afire: a review of Howard Nemerov's "Journal of the Fictive Life", New Brunswick, Rutgers University Press, 1965.
Looking over for the first time in sequence what I have written of this . s_uppossed
self-examination
some
cntlcal
thoughts came to ~e; many of the~ might
begin, Listen, you little son of a bitch . . .
Whether thus reflecting in the guise of "Felix
Ledger", or in his own person, Howard ~eme
rov presents us, intentionally or ~ot, with a
solid, funny, and uncontri~ed sh~t m. the arm
for writers and other Believers m Literature.
Since "Journal of the Fictive Life" is most certainly not a novel or even an organi~ed ~on
fession, its author need not make his Wit a
rider to a Gotterdammerung burst of prophecy
or prescription. Fortunate~y, his recourse to
reason is usually less violent than ·in the passage above, but he keeps a progressively closer
watch on his ramblings, lest he accept too
completely the "principle that everything is
relevant simply because it comes into my mind."
"Journai" is a weighing of impressionistic-analytic processes against what Nemerov feels are
fundamental necessities in novel-making (i.e.,
the observance of detail and the assumption
that "life is a story"). It is difficult to tell what
truths emerge from this balancing of the true
against the true, but the book could sooner pass
muster as lecture to a rather relaxed writers'
workshop than as a sizzling compilation of
memoirs.
The book ends in a poem-"The Pond"which bears about the same relation to its antecedent prose as the poem "Pale Fire" does its
surrounding "critical analysis" in the novel (by
Vladimir Nabokov) to which it gives its name.
Nabokov, through the less-than.,.inspired critic
"Charles Kinbote", moves in the same "crtical"
direction as poet Nemerov:-i.e., away from the

buy it," President Kline said,
"we told him we'd rather see
it continue as a restaurant. We
advised him to try to sell to
another man who would maintain the business."
This was tried unsuccessfully
by Mr. Sachs. He then offered
the buildings to the college for
a lower price and they were
then purchased.
The long-range plan is to use
Sachs' House for faculty housing.

Art. She has ~ RA. from Smith
and has studierl at Atelier 17,
Paris. She has taught privately
and had showings in London,
Paris, Washington, Boston and
New York.
The new Assistant Professor
of Physics will be Peter D. Skiff.
With a B.A. from University of
California and an M.A. from
University of Houston he is
now a PhD. candidate at Louisiana State University. He has
taught at the Universities of
Houston and Louisiana State.
Mary Sleeper, wife of Associate Professor of Music at Bard
William Sleeper, will again
teach English at Bard, having
taught two years ago. She has
degrees from Barnard and the
University of Maine. She has
taught at the University of
Maine, Dutchess Community
College and done editorial work
for Newsweek magazine.
James H. Sullivan will be Instructor of Art, uart-time. He
comes to Bard with a B.F.A.
from the Rhode Island School'
of Design. In 1961, he studied
in Paris on a Fulbright Scholarship. He has had showings in
New York, Paris, and Rome.
This semester the college will
offer a special, non-credit course
in photography. It will be taught
by Joseph Consentino, who has
his B.A. from St. John's University and has attended the
Columbia Graduate School of
Journalism. Mr. Consentino is
a professional photographer and
his photographs have appeared
in "Saturday Evening Post,"
"Newsweek," "Time," and "Esquire." He also does all the
photos for the Bard College
brochures and publications.
In conjunction with the course,
a new darkroom is being installed in the theater basemeii't.

lines at hand toward a reckoning with hereditary, environmental, and mystical factors surrounding the poet's behavior. Of course, in
"Journal of the Fictive Life" the final poem is
only a reflection of the inner workings of Nemerov as a novelist-in "Pale Fire", the novel
emerges equally from the poem and its critic.
For this and other striking reasons (chief among
which are the facts that Pale Fire is a novel
pure, if not simple, and that its author writes
English as an adopted language), one might
immediately brand the two works under discussion "apples and pears". Nevertheless, the
quality of humor in these books is of the same
cast, with some restrictions allowed to the
tighter form and purposefUl undermovement
of "Pale Fire."
In addition Mr. Nemerov fires one of his few
truly critical broadsides by means of Nabokov,
even as he revels in the Russian's discovery
that "Telmah" (an older form of "Telemachus")
is the reverse of "Hamlet" (thus enabling "Munro"-the actual surname of the author whose
pseudonym was "Saki"-to stand as an anagram
of "Nemerov"). Nemerov recalls his review of
a Nabokov story in which the latter described
what Nemerov called "poet's diseases . . . the
compulsion to believe that every detail in the
landscape is talking about you and saying, moreover, bad things." Pale Fire's "Charles Kinbote" seems sorely beset by this malady-his
creator Nabokov hardly at all. Nemerov gives
an occasional cough or sniffle, once in a while
verges on a mild fit of hacking.
For the most part, Mr. Nemerov's partiallyself-effacing characterization of himself as a
"Nice Guy" poet-as opposed to a High Priest
on the one hand and a Beat on the other-is
Dr. Gerard DeGre, Professor
confirmed and given a vigorous. constructive
sense. "Journal" begins with a series of "Re- of Sociology and Social Philflections" from the pen of "t_he novelist Felix osophy at Bard College, has
Ledger", whose name, as Nemerov later muses been named honorary Professor
(Continued on Page 3)
'
(Continued on Page Two)

Bard Jjhrary
Is ReorganizeJJ
by Robert Rivlin
The library has undergone
extensive renovation and internal relocation over the summer.
The purpose was, according to
Mr. Aaron Fessler, director of
the library, "to make the library and its different parts
more accessible and easy to use
for everyone." After all the
work is completed, the Art and
music collections will be available on the same schedule as
the Main library. "We will be
making maximum use of the
space in the Main Library,"
said Mr. Fessler.
In order to accommodate all
the books in the library, certain changes have been made
in the floor plans. On the main
level, or second floor are now
housed reference books to the
right of the studying area and
bound and current issues of
periodicals after 1950 to the
left. All periodicals before 1950
are located in the Blithewood
basement. It is expected, according to Mr. Fessler, that
daily trips will be made to
Blithewood to obtain requested
periodicals. Also, certain periodicals up to 1957 are on microfilm.
The library has increased its
holdings by over 100 new periodical titles, including "Newsweek," "Ramperts," and "Studies on the Left." Those desiring information on periodicals
or wishing to make requests
for books stored in Blithewood
should consult Mrs. Kirshner,
wife of Mr. Julius Kirshner of
the history department, who is
the new reference librarian.
An important part of the physical renovation of the library
has occurred in the basement.
The work there should be completed by late in September.
Mr. Fessler plans for four areas:
a separate room to house microfilm machines and microfile
cabinets, "all conveniently arranged on a self-help basis."
The storage area for the film
has plenty of growth space. A
project already underway is the
microfilming of all senior projects up to the current year, being done on the library's new
microfilm camera. The second
area, the largest of the four,
"is designed for maximum comfort and efficiency."· Around the
walls will be housed all books
dealing with the fine arts. Plans
are to move the contents of the
Art Library into the basement
as soon as the shelves are installed there. "For this task,
I'll need students to help, as
many students as possible,"
says Mr. Fessler. But until the
books are moved the Art Library will operate as usual. In
the center of the new art library will be study carrels,
made to offer as many students
as possible private areas for
study. The third area will be
a room for music listening. Record players and tape machines
will be attached to the walls;
each unit will allow two students to listen to the same
transcription simultaneously. In
addition to the chairs and tables in this room, there will
be space to house the recordings and scores. A vault for the
books and Bardiana is the fourth
section of the basement. This
(Continued on Page Four)
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Letters

THE BARD OBSERVER, the official publication of the
Bard College Community, Is Issued every two weeks
durin&' the Fall and Sprinl' Semesters.

As many of you probably nkow
by now some changes in the soEditor-in-Chief: Harvey Fleetwood
cial regulations are in the making. I'd like to tak ethis opEditor for this issue: Peter Minichiello
portunity to eXJplain sor. . . : of the
Associate Editor: Dana Haussamen
proposed changes to the community. The administration is
Business Manager: Dick Naylor
perfectly willing to se.. some
Copy Board:
changes made if we can d~rnon
Robert Rivlin, Barry Fruchter, Robert Judd strate that we can maintain more
liberal social regulations within
a pr-?scriibed framework. That
~. o one should expect that
all the rules wil'l be abolished
and that we can run as wild as
we want. Nor should we expecl
that the administration fails to
notice some of the flagrant viaThe summer of 1966 is nearly over lations that demons.t rate how little ·respecl there is for the exand it takes no great amount of percep- isting regulations. I am speaktion to see that it has been a summer ing specifically BJbout the number of violaUons (mostly intermarked by much violence. This -has been visitation) that occur at the end
continual violence, originating mostly of the semester. The most notalble aspect of these violations
from urban areas-Cleveland, Chicago, is that they are usually the first
or second violations received by
New york, other cities.
these people for the semester.
The newspapers and weeklies have This fact suggests that these violations are committed with the
thrown pictures at us of angry whites attitude of "They can't do an¥or Negroes sitting in the streets, cursing thing to us, so since we have
been straight all semester, Why
police and others. And even as one won- .n ot let loose as much as we
ders exactly why, the riots recur in dif- want''. Needless to say thls attitude is. not highly regarded by
the administration. I W'()uld like
ferent places, with similar scenes.
to propose that we put an end
As of late, a paradoxical situation can to this situation. That is, we
be seen. For instance as many city lead- change the system so that any
.point acquired within the last
ers remain ignorant of Negro demands, two weeks af. school carry over
the rioting continues and the tension t othe next semester. This, I
think, will eliminate the probspirals. And as his city suffers from these lem or peatpl'e who fla-grantly
tensions, the mayor of Waukegan tells violate the regulations fearing
no punishment. It will also inus that he "will not deal with animals." dkate to the administration that
we are willing to take the re·
A general cessatiOn of this nation- sponsiibility for our actions all
wide violence will occur in the months · through the semester.
This done, we can see some
to come, but un 1ess the right moves are <"hanges made in the curfew remade by the right people and compro- ~ulations and possibly the intervisitation privileges in girls
'll b
·
e dorms. But these new privileges
mising is e ff ected, this cessatiOn WI
merely a detente and we'll have the sum- will carry with them new regulatioll'S whiC'h must be adhered
mer of 1967 to fear.
to in order to give some system
to the new freedoms. HPC will
Th
f
e be working on these privileges
On quite a different note, we o
Observer want to notify new students of and regulations this semester
the meetings of Community Council. so that they can go into effect

Editorial

A Violent Summer

This body will hold its' first meeting
Monday evening in Albee Social. Of
course, the activities and decrees of this
g r-oup directly concern the few hundred
students who aren't present in that room.
To attend one of these meetings is to be
aware of what they're doing and to express your opinion on the issues that concern you.

ne:: t~:~~~~. they will

be continued; hopefully, the new prJvileges will be extended to all
upper college girts. It is our rcsponsilbility to make these new
rules work, so that future classes will have them also, and at
some later time, CUT'few will
be a·b olished entirely.
Linda Boldt
Chainnan HPC

Faculty Notes
of San Marcos University, Lima,
Peru. Professor DeGre spent
the spring term as Visiting Professor in Sociology at the Universities of Lima and San Marcso, Peru, under a Fulbright
grant. Luis Alberto Sanchez,
Rector (President) of San Marcos University, cited Dr. DeGre
for "his important work devekoped for the benefit of the students of the specialty as well
for his merits as a researcher
and theoritician in the field of
sociology."

Fewer Young Marriages
The American Sociological Association has
the word of Census Bureau spokesmen that
things are not normal on the marital fl'ont, and
that the girls will have to ttult getting married
so young. There also is the prospect.'t ltat some
may have to pass up marriage entirelY-which
inay, or may not, be a misfortune. -

It all dates back to the baby boom that eame
after World War II, Paul C. Glick and Robert
Parke Jr., of the Census Bureau told the sociologists. These babies are now grown, and the
girls are getting husbands. But whereas girls
get married at 18. to 22, most males postpone
the step until 20-24. The boys aren't old enough,
"The Market," a monotype by statislically speaking, to take wives and the.
Bard's Associate Professor of
Art Matthew Phillips, has been Lalance is upset.
chosen by the National CollecThe balance could be restored in vu,rious
tion of Fine Arts as one of the ways-by the boys getting married younger;
paintings to be displayed in the the girls waiting until they're o~der to get marWhite House. The summer-fall ried; the girls marrying older widowed and
sho wis a rotating exhibition of
paintings and prints by con- divorced men, or older men who might not
marry at all if not pursued. But young men,
temporary American artists.
whom we find it hard to condemn for postponA short story by Mary Lee ing the entagling alliance, get the major blame
Settle, Assistant Professor of for "successfully warding off any pressure from
English, appears in a new col- the mounting numbers of marriageable young
lection of stories entitled "The women." Should the pattern continue, said Glick
Girl in the Black Raincoat. It and Parke, half a million women will not marry
is published by Duell, Sloan a!'; suon as they normally would.
and Pierce.

Jill Hoffman <Mrs. Steven
Schwartz) comes to Bard this
year and will teach in the Literatnure department. She has
a B.A. from Cornell. She is a
poet and has won the Van Rensselaer Prize for poetry and has
been published in the Quarterly
Review.
GET RESSULTS

WATCH OUT FOR
THE OTHER GUY

DriYe DefeiiiiYelyl

Historv~s
o1

Partisan zeal outran a decent sense of the
fitness of things when Milwaukee Democrats
sought permission to use a premier of the
Kennedy film, "Years of Lightning, Day of
Drums," as a fund-raising device. There is not
a shred of justification for thus perverting the
congressional intent in making this USIA · picture available for domestic showings.
Happily the Department of Justice, acting
on a White House request for an inquiry, has
in essence so ruled. This d·o cumentary film
about the president who was cut down in his
prime by an assassin is not going to be used
to enrich any political war chests. Americans
will be able to view the picture, not in any
partisan light, but as an account of a significant
and tragic episode in their nation's history.

His Sights On 1972
It is widely thought that there was a time
in 1964 when Robert F. Kennedy e~ter:l~ined
hopes of getting onto the Democratic ticket as
President Johnson's running mate. Mr. Johnson
made it clear that he had other ideas; and that
was that.
Lately the notion has been revived in another
form; there has been talk that Vice President
Humphrey might be dumped from the 1968
ticket in favor of the New York senator: Kennedy himself has now, in effect, acknowledged
that such talk is far from realistic. He has done
so by saying flatly, and with emphasis: "I am
for Lyndon Johnson for president and Hubert
Humphrey for vice president in 1968." Again,
that ends that-in this case, barring some unforeseen and most unexpected development.
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,.Journal of the .Fictive Life"

Film- Committe e Plans
I Fourteen Programs
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TAKING PRIDE
IN PRECISIO N
Pride of craftsmanshi p
inspires every one of our
proceed
to
mechanics
with precision on every
job of auto repair. Their
skill makes a big difference . . . in your favor!

Smith l\1otors
Inc.
Phone PL 8-1500
Route 9, Red Hook, N. Y.

The Bard Film Committee
will show the first of fourteen
programs it has planned for
A shorter film,
1 the community.
will precede
Balloon"
·1' "The Red
the feature presentation, "The
400 Blows." The films begin at
8:00 p.m. in Sottery on Friday
evening. "The Red Balloon will
be shown first and then, at 8:40,
"The 400 Blows" will be seen.
At approximatel y 10:20, "The
400 Blows" will be shown again.
Albert Lamorisse has directed
"The Red Balloon," and the
film was completed in 1956. It
is in color.
"The 4oo Blows" was directed
by Francois Truffant, and is his
first feature film. It was made
in 1959 when Truffaut was 27
and is based on autobiograph ical childhood experiences.
The Bard Film Committee
wiJl announce the programs for
the semester very shortly.

Sheila's Restaurant
H.D.H. INC.

CORNED BEEF and PASTRAM I
Our Specialty
Phone 8-8406
RED HOOK, N.Y.

17-19 N. BROADWAY

instr~.ctor

Next to A & P on Rt. 9
PL 8-1561

Redecorate- Your Room.
For as little as $5.83

Andover Water Washable Paint @ $4.85 gal.
9 inch Roller and Tray @ 98c w / gal. of paint
All Colors Available

Red Hook
F"'abric Shop

Efficient, inexpensiv e shelving

eFABRICS
e NOTIONS
e McCALL PATTERNS
e BUTTONS
e ZIPPERS
33 W. MARKET

"The Friendly Drug Store"

human existence, and that therefore everyone
is qualified to present his vision of reality. But
Nemerov (perhaps, as he puts it, because of
his "middle-class Jewish puritan" upbringing,
in which "to tell a story" equalled "to lie")
balances this carte blanche concept by stressing the need for much and constant reappraisal
of one's experiences.
Put down bluntly, the fear ('of being ridiculous from want of knowledge') is seen to
be somewhat silly; but it is necessary to
add that if things disappeared just because
they were seen to be silly this world would
havE' a very different appearance.
Nemerov cannot erase this fear in himself just
because it is somewhat silly, but he does destroy
much of its substance by examining some of
the great store of knowledge hidden in his unconscious and / or consciously "hushed up" for
insubstantial reasons. He decides against sitting
on one's haunches waiting for "necessary", "significant" writing work to present itself: he comes
out, . like Proust, for constant application to
the task of describing reality in its solid state.
Happily, the scope of "Journal of the Fictive
Life" is somewhat more limited than that of
"A La Recherche du Temps Perdu", although
the authors speak of the same doubts and are
in the same way stunned by Age ("I was like
Siddartha setting forth, who had never seen
a poor man, a sick man, a dead man. But I
was twice Siddartha's age."). Perhaps Mr. Nemerov is a bit more conscious of the positive reflections of humor than Proust was-at any
rate, as he says in a parenthetical remark, he
knows that Proust has said all this before, but
Nemerov is herein writing about Nemerov's
life, not Proust's. There is, however, a delightful, conversationa l subjectivism, some of which
is unabashedly ethnic <i.e., Jewish in tone and
opinionated (e.g., pro-Mozart) in content. There
is substance without heaviness. Never in his
"Journal" does Mr. Nemerov achieve a picture
of anything approaching despair, although his
world contains· possibly less Pollyanism than
either Proust's or Nabokov's. Perhaps the firm
edge of the Nemerovian world is marked, like
it or not, by a line <rather trite out of context>
from his poem "The View from the Attic
Window":
I cried because life is hopeless and beautiful.

:.••........,.............tl".v.·.···"'"'··.-.·.·.·.-.·.·.-.·.-.·.···"'·····················

Fine Quality Dry Cleaning
"Sam.e-da y" Service

RED ·HOOK DRUG STORE

probably describes one who is "happy but
strictly accountable + a lecher". The major
focus in this section is Ledger's (i.e. Nemerov's)
attempt to discover what obstacles stand in the
way of his writing another novel after a long
period devoted solely to poetry. The subject of
this projected novel-a girl saved from drowning only to be driven to a watery suicide by
her saviour-bride groom-provi des one of the
main links to the second section, in which
Nemerov in his own voice draws continually on
images related to his poem "The Pond". "The
Pond" alludes to a death by drowning (a subject, ihcidentally, playing a dramatic role in
the poem "Pale Fire"), climaxing a series of
admittedly unorginal but necessary and individualized speculations (arising mainly from
dreams) on water, the mother, sex, race, and
their manifold interrelations hips. The author
dwells on these not as abstractions but as keys
to his own understandin g of self and self's
ability to work. Two very long intertwined
threads of psychological imagery are those
drawn from music (especially opera, which the
poet-novelist takes literally as work) and photography. The latter in particular combines a
good many facets of Mr. Nemerov's view of
poetry and life-it is based on the glass imitation of a fertile ball of water's function, as well
as being the profession of the author's sister,
who looms rather large in his childhood.
Photography can be both and art and a mere
murderer of reality (in its anxiety to fix reality):
for Mr. Nemerov it represents, in its popular
sense, part of that terrible compulsion toward
stark realism whose negative aspects include
the blocking of the free flow of words. Case in
point: "Felix Ledger" is panic stricken by the
thought that he does not actually know what
occurs in love and sex well enough to describe
it in writing. For related reasons he constructs
his projected novel so as to relieve himself of
the necessity of describing, in Michener-lik e
detail, coral reefs and Carribean castles. A
great many lines in "Journal" deal with the
implied subjectivism of the novel in generalf:he concept that no one "knows" better than
anyone else what happens in any sector of
'Mr. Tyner will be a part time '
in mathematics. He I
has h1s B.S. and M.S. from the
University of Illinois and has
been employed by both that
institution and by I.B.M.

Beekman Cleaners
Red 'Hook and Rhinebeck
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Sche ffler Lutn ber Co.

PL 8-8541

ROUTE 9

RED HOOK, N.Y.
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PLateau 8-5591

RED HOOK, N. ¥.
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FREE DELIVERY

~

Moore' s
Bike and Hobby
Center

Prescripti on Specialists
Complete Cosmetic Line

Route 9, Red Hook

CLIFF'S SERVICE STATION

I

Phone:Days
PL. 8-5673
PL 9-3681 Nights ,_ _....,

PL 8-9344

HOURS: 7:30 a.m. -

Bikes, Repairs, Parts
FANNY FARMER CANDY

Hobby Supplies

n
Chevro
_ _ _ _ __

lRoutes 9G

I

LUBRICATIO N
TIRES
BATTERIES
REPAIR

10 p.m.
Cliff Scism, Prop.

& 199, Barrytown, N.Y.
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}. }. & A. Colburn, Inc.
106 S. BROADWAY

RED HOOK, N.Y.

SAVE 75% on your Dry Cleanin g
DRY CLEAN - 8 lbs.
9 DRESSES ( approx.)
10 SLIPOVE R SWEATER S {approx.)
3 LIGHTWE IGHT or 2 HEAVY SUITS
DRYERS - 50 .}bs. .
WASH- 8 lbs. DRY WEIGHT 25

$1.50
1.50.
1.50
1.50
.10
10 min.
.50
25 lbs.

Instructio n
Aerial Taxi
Flight Instructio n
Charter ·Service
Aerial Photograp hy
Aerial Freight
3400 Ft. Lighted Runway
Recreation • Picnic Area
Gliding
Ground School
Rides

PL 8-4021
Rt. 199

Red Hook
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Student Trips
TO
Hawaii
Europe
South Atnerica
INQUIRE

Barbara Lee
Travel Service
RHINEBECK, N. Y.
TR 6-3966

Observer: In the academic
year, your job changes a bit,
doesn't it?
M.L.: Yes, both Mr. Hayward
and myself will be traveling
We're trying to divide the traveling about equally between us.
Observer: Where do you visit?
M.L.: Well, I'll be going to
Westchester, maybe, and Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia, where
I'm from. Mr. Hayward may go
to Boston again but will definitely be traveling in New York
State.
Observer: The last thing I'd
like to ask is perhaps the most
important. Do you see any important, or basic changes in the
admissions policies to be effected in the months to come?
M.L.: No, not at all. But we
are working on problems that
exist which are related to the

\
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Observer: Such as?
M.L.: We find that a great
many guidance counsellors are
badly misinformed about Bard,
John Meyer
consequently students get wrong
Lanz
ideas. I think it's considered
Jr.
Sophijticates
just an "artsy" place by a few
counsellors and we will be talkEtienne Aigner Bags. .
ing to these men, and trying to
Bonnie Cashin
make it clear that Bard has
much to offer to the potential
economcis or science or history 41 South Broadway
student. Certainly many people
RED HOOK, N.Y.
here are enrolled in the arts
programs, but every area should
be considered.
Observer: That would seem
like a hard thing to do, very
hard.
M.L.: Of course it is. We are
attempting to make clear that
the majority of emphasis here
is no necessarily on the arts.
New Modern Establisbment
We want Bard to be known as
PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
a good liberal arts college, in
the most compleit:' way.

Suburban Shop

Manny's

Red Hook Barber Shop
Haircut as you like it

2 Barbers in attendance .

Bard Organizations
A Vital Part Here

ACROSS FROM RED HOOK BANK

Clubs and organizations are
a vital part of the Bard campus
and here, primarily for freshmen, the Observer lists them.
Most are entirely student-conImported Cheeses • Cold Cuts
tt·olled and most should begin
funci.lonlng soon: Social StudSalads •
Delicacies
ies Club, Literature Club, Science Club, Music Club, Art
Cold Beverages, etc. and Pizza
Club; publica!ians include the
Bard
Observer, Bard Review,
<Opposite
the
Bankl
29 w. Market Street
and the Psychology Journal;
the Chapel Committee, with the
aid of the Chaplain, and the
Jewish Services Committee "assume geenral responsibility for
the religious activities on campus ;" other organizations include
the Bard chapter of Students
for a Democratic Society, the
FINE SELECTION
Bell Society, the Bard Political
OF WINES AND LIQUORS
Union, the Speakers' Club, Bard
Hacial Action Committee, the
Kingston and Tivoli Tutorials,
AMPLE
the Film-Makers' Club, and the
PARKING
PL 8-3621 various committees directly reRed Hook sponsible to Council.
PL 8-3621
74 S. Broadway

RED

·HOO~ K

Closed Monday

DELICATESSEN

N~ational

First

Savings Accounts
Traveler's Checks
Drive-In Banking

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

Tel. PL 8-2311

Bard ljhrary

COMPLETE

!Continued from Page One)

11 NORTH BROADWAY

RED HOOK, N. Y.

Fine Wines and
Liquors

room will have controlled heat
and humidity to prevent deterioration of the books. Special
permission must be obtained to
use this room.
Display cases in the library
are being planned for the fu- ·
ture. These will house loans by
various organizations and will
be supervised by Mrs. Kirshner.

C.

TELEPHONE: PL 8-6271

Good
Food

AUTO BODY SERVICE
Foreign and Domestic

COLLISION
REPAIRS

J. Stockenherg
HARDWARE

24 HOUR TOWING SERVICE

RED HOOK
Phone PL 8-2791

RIKERT'S auto body
Rt. 9 North • TR 6-4·740

•

Adol f's

•

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
LIGHT BULBS
TOOJ~S- PAINTS
FLASHLIGHTS
BATTERIES

OPEN

NIGHTLY

Fine Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

RICHMOND
LAUNDRY

Liquor

Route 9, Red Hook

Beer

Quick Service
Laundry

~

Rhinebeck

RED HOOI( JEWELERS
"TVatch and J ewelr}' Repair"
13 North Broadway

PL 8-8373 .

Red Hook, N. Y. 12571

Tel. PL 8-9511

BOYCE CHEVRVOLET

- Sh;irt Service ~

Bank of Red Hook
Checking A.ccoztnts

White Horse Liquors

ROLAND A'BRIAL

PL 8-9851

Odorless
Dry Cleaning

COMPLETE . SELECTION OF
NEW and USED CARS
All Used Cars \Varranted For One Year

I

Repairs
ROUTE 9

Service
Red Hook, N. Y.

